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Abstract: Among different biomedical terminologies standardisation strategies the
European Standard Body CEN TC 251 followed by the ISO TC 215 have stated
that it was not possible to convince the different European or international member
states using different national languages to agree on a reference clinical
terminology or to standardise a detailed language independent biomedical
ontology. Since 1990, they have developed an approach named categorial structure
as a step standardising only the terminologies model structure. The methodology
and the review of the different existing categorial structures are presented as a step
towards increased interoperability between biomedical terminologies thanks to
conformity to a minimum set of ontological requirements.
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Introduction
The standards and the biomedical terminologies have appeared since a long time as two
different worlds. Most of developed countries maintain, update and modify their own
coding systems for procedures, as well as national adaptations of ICD, in order to
manage and to fund their health care delivery. The most significant efforts were done in
Australia with ACHI (Australian Classification of Health Interventions) or ICD10 AM
[1], in Canada with the Canadian Classification of Health Interventions (CCI) [2]
developed by the Canadian Institute for Health Information and in France with CCAM
(Classification Commune des Actes Médicaux) [3].
Natural language expressions show inconsistencies and ambiguities as assessed by
biomedical ontology driven tools [4]. Related knowledge bases consist of multihierarchies of concepts organized by subsumption and associative relations. These
knowledge representations are named biomedical ontology [5] [6]. The related
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automated language generation techniques include the linkage of lexicons from
different national languages [7]. The most important achievements are GALEN
(Generalised Architecture for Languages, Encyclopaedias and Nomenclatures in
Medicine) [8], and FMA (Foundational Model of Anatomy) [9].
On the other hand, the standardisation in health informatics started in the US with
the HL7 user group. The European Standard Body CEN TC 251 WG2 (Comité
Européen de Normalisation Technical Committee 251 Working Group 2) and later the
International Standard Organisation ISO TC 215 WG3 elaborated and developed a
standard approach for biomedical terminology named Categorial structure. We address
the rationale and definition of Categorial structures in part 2 and the review of the
existing Categorial structures standards in part 3. We finally discuss the role of this
standard approach as a compromise between one single standard for biomedical
terminology and ontology based terminologies on the way to a future more complete
semantic interoperability.

1. Hypothesis behind the CEN categorial structure approach
1.1. Rationale
As a prerequisite it was clearly stated at the beginning of the CEN standard process that
it was not realistic to impose within Europe a standard terminology to health care
professionals even as a reference terminology or a pragmatic terminology. The two
main supportive arguments were that European countries speak different natural
languages and that different health care professionals within the same natural language
do not convey the same meaning through a particular terminology.
CEN has considered in the early 90s and ISO in the late 90s it not possible to
standardise the clinical knowledge in a single biomedical ontology which could support
one reference clinical terminology or different types of clinical terminologies. First the
ontology developments were starting and needed consolidation and assessment of
feasibility. Second the standards needed to facilitate developments in biomedical
terminologies and not prevent the quickly evolving volume of terms used for different
goals. Finally clinicians and medical recorders were not convinced that the formal
representation of the biomedical terminologies by description logic tools which is an
important point in the definition of computer ontology [10] was realistic. For these
opposite challenges a third way named Categorial structure was designed and applied
to some priority domains of biomedical terminologies.
1.2. Definition.
The CEN Categorial structure was defined within some linguistic variations [11-22], as
a minimal set of health care domain constraints to represent a biomedical terminology
in a precise health care domain with a precise goal to communicate safely. It is a
definition of a minimal semantic structure describing the main properties of the
different artefacts used as terminology (controlled vocabularies, nomenclatures, coding
systems and classifications): a model of knowledge restricted to 1) a list of semantic
categories; 2) the goal of the Categorial structure; 3) the list of semantic links between
semantic categories authorised with their associated semantic categories; 4) the
minimal constraints allowing the generation and the validation of well formed
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terminological phrases. Any biomedical artefact claiming conformance to the standard
shall attach with the data sent the Categorial structure of the terminology used. The
Categorial structure shall satisfy the 4 constraints but can add more constraints.

2. Methodology of the Categorial structures
2.1. EN 1828 Categorial structure for surgical procedures [11]
We first explain precisely one Categorial structure to make explicit what is a Categorial
structure and what it is not. Figure 1 shows the hierarchies of the semantic categories
(left tab) and their associated semantic links (right tab).

Figure 1. Semantic categories (left tab) and semantic links (right tab)

1
2

3

The different main semantic categories are Anatomy, Deed, Device and
Pathology with 2 qualifiers categories cardinality and laterality.
The semantic links are by_technique, has_means, has_object (with inverse),
has_site (with inverse), has_side and has_number.
2.1 has_object is authorised between deed and anatomy or device or
pathology
2.2 has_site is authorised between device or pathology and anatomy
2.3 has_means is authorised between deed and anatomy, device or pathology
2.4 by_technique is authorised between deed and deed
The minimal constraints required
3.1 A deed and has_object shall be present
3.2 Anatomy shall always be present either with a has_object or with a
has_site
3.3 Use of pathology shall be restricted to macroscopic lesion and to cases
where it allows to differentiate the procedure from procedures using the
same deed and the same anatomy;
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3.4 When by_technique is used the deed on the right side of the semantic link
must be conform to the rules 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3.
The categorial structure allows ensuring that new terms describing surgical procedures
are associated to a formal definition consistent with a common template. For example
we evaluated the introduction of six new rubrics. Definitions of these six rubrics were
entered in the Protégé editor [23] and classified with the Racer inference engine [24].
Concepts not consistent with the standard were identified during classification and
represented as red circled concept nodes in Protégé.
2.2. The Categorial structures [11] to [16] and [18 ] to [22]
There are six full CEN or ISO standards for Categorial structure: CEN EN 12 264 [13]
for the definition of a Categorial structure, CEN EN 1828 [11] for surgical procedures,
ISO 1804 [12] for nursing terminologies, CEN EN 12 611 [14] for clinical laboratory,
CEN EN 13 940 [15] for continuity of care, and CEN EN 15 521 [16] for human
anatomy. On the other hand five Categorial structures are still in a provisional status on
medical devices [18] and [20], medicinal products [19], vital signs [21] and patient
findings and problems [22].
The standards will be revised in the five coming years by a joint process of two
Working Groups from CEN and ISO. This will give the opportunity to harmonise the
wording and definitions and to check their applications around the world. Finally the
EN 15 521 for terminologies of human anatomy has introduced more extended
constraints by prescribing detailed semantic categories and semantic links for the
knowledge in the field of anatomy.

3. Results and Discussion
There are at least three different ways to address the standard issues. The first of them
can be called a single standard. This is the Family of classifications used since the
nineteenth century by the International Classification of Diseases (ICD) and now by the
WHO Family of International Classifications (FIC). The same rationale continues to be
followed when it comes to revising the ICD into its eleventh revision. However the size
of knowledge is increasing so quickly with biomedical research and technology
developments that maintenance and update costs are huge and never quality assured. It
is an unending work based on divergent individual and domain expert opinions.
The second methodology which has emerged since 15 years can be called the
biomedical co-operative approach based on formal ontology and on the biomedical
ontology tools coordinated with natural language processing and web based tools [4-9].
It provides a new perspective to semantic interoperability by de-multiplying the
workload organised by disseminated social computing. It is complex but separates
terminology artefacts from the logic of knowledge and the linguistic characteristics of
the different national languages. By associating clinical specialist domain experts,
ontology experts and linguists this infrastructure gives the opportunity to assess clinical
terminology by logical expertise and as well ontological representation by clinical
domain experts working in their national language.
Between these two trends is a third methodology where the international
standardisation organisations have the responsibility to support or assist in improving
semantic interoperability. Biomedical terminologies need to conform to a minimum set
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of ontological requirements. This has been the choice of the CEN European standard
body within Technical Committee 251 and ISO Technical Committee 215 for
terminology who has proposed the Categorial Structure. The categorial structure
proposes a frame for a light ontological organisation to ensure standardisation of the
knowledge representation of terminologies. The work began in the 90s with the goal to
move from a syntactic or functional semantic interoperability level 1 to a semantic
interoperability of level 2 where the recipient is able to understand the meaning of
terms used by the sender but cannot process them as SAFELY as he can do with his
own terms and meaning (semantic interoperability level 3). Developers of new
terminologies or new versions of existing terminologies should conform to this
standard in order to increase interoperability. It is limited but supporting the
dissemination of knowledge based on a representation for any clinical and biomedical
terminologies and a pedagogic step to ontology and semantic interoperability.
With the wider use of CEN categorical structure in the near future, which is
imminent given the fact that European standards are mandatory for member states,
would provide further insights into the advantages of using such a methodology. Future
steps would include studies and trials to compare its clinical and administrative benefits
to other methodologies.
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